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and Jan Greben 
A group of 25 persons 
protested  
for more than 
two  hours yesterday 










 after the protest 
began, the two Iranian women left 
on
 the advice of Lt. Rick Chavez, 




loudly and carrying 
signs critical of United
 States 
support of the Shah of Iran, the 
protesers  continually circled in front 
of a Navy enlistment table in the 
Student Union. 
Yelling "Iranian military 
  recruites off campus," and "What 
about the 100,000 political prisoners 
in Iran?" 
the noisy protestors 
continued until University Police 
told
 them to quit shouting. 
Pat 
Wiley,  acting S.U. director, 
said leaders of the protest, 
University Police and he agreed that 
the demonstration could
 continue 
until 1 p.m. if the group remained 
quiet. 
However, less than one hour 
after they left the  Union, the 
protestors  were back in front of the 
Navy recruites, shouting "CIA 
agents out of campus,"
 and other 
slogans.
 











 young female hitchikers picked up early Saturday 
evening near 
First and San Salvador 
Streets -a few blocks from the SJSU campus-were 
raped and 
























to 3 p.m. tomorrow




 the SJSU 
Women's
 
Center,  the presentation
 is part of a 
campus -wide rape 
preventoion 
seminar 
beginning  this week. 
"We are going
 to offer practical 




women  can protect themselves 
from rape," she said. 
Speakers include Vice Mayor 
Susanne Wilson, Thelma Parker 
from the National Organization of 
Women, and 
Jackye  Read from the 
Valley Rape Crisis Center. 
Read will speak on the 
psychological effects of rape and the 
counseling and legal aid 
resources
 
available to rape victims. 
A 
representative  from the San 
Jose Police Department
 will speak 
in conjunction 
with
 Read on the legal 
process
























provided  by 
psychology 
senior  Nancie 
St. John 
on the guitar. 
The victims, 
sisters
 aged 15 and 
20 who live in the downtown San Jose 
area, were freed early Sunday 






for two Latin 
males in 
their early 












 rape assaults 

















the  area 
during
 
the last two 
months.  
Two 
















The sisters told detectives the 
suspects 
gave  them a ride to a party 
near Coleman Avenue about 9 p.m. 
Saturday. The suspects also at-
tended the party, and on request of 
the victims,
 drove them to a sup-
posed second party in southwest San 
Jose about 10 p.m. 
The party was fictitious and the 
suspects raped both
 women at 
knifepoint, then beat them, detec-
tives said. 
The victims were released about 
5 a.m.
 Sunday and hitchhiked back 
to 
their  home where they called 
police. 
They were taken to Valley 
Medical Center by ambulance 
where  























































































































repercussions, hide faces behind signs 






















pushed  his 
camera back into 
his face. 
"He 
said 'if you take 
one more  
picture I'll break 










if pictures of 
them  are 
published.  He said the 
Iranian secret 
police (SAVAK) 
will use the pictures
 
as











SJSU campus represented direct 








 regime and the 
military," Mobarez said.
 "It 
(recruitment) is being done under 
the guise of human
 rights. The 
Iranian
 military was represented
 on 
campuswhat does
 that mean to 
you?" 
Jo Dee Catlin, Navy lieutenant
 
in charge of the 
campus recruit-
ment, said
 the two Iranian 
military 
members
 were at 
SJSU "just to 
observe 
recruiting  techniques. 
"We 
are here 













By Chide Chorness 
Women's liberation
 takes a step 
forward this semester as Tau Delta 
Phi, SJSU's oldest honorary 
fraternity and publisher of the 
"Tower List," opens 
its  membership 
to female
 students for the first time 
in the history of the organization. 












Wright  has 
vetoed
 the 











































































it by a 
two-thirds 
vote, 
which  is 14 
of




Wright's  first 
veto. 
Baptista, a journalism senior, said 
the fraternity passed a 
resolution  
last








and  how it was affecting 
the university," Baptista 
said.  
"The 'Tower 






 only men 
working on it," he said. 
The "Tower
 List" is a com-




 since 1963, it has in-
formation on teachers' 
requirements, 
work load, fairness 

























































briefs  so 
the 
justices  


























 which receive federal 
funds. If the court decides Bakke' 
case only by the 
wording
 of this law, 
the potential for a ruling with 
profound effects on the nation's race 
relations will be diminished. 
Allan Paul Bakke sued the 
University of Caifornia 
after  he was 
denied admission to the
 UC-Davis 
Medical School. The school held 16 
spots out of 100 for special minority 
admissions, 
and  Bakke claimed in 
his suit that he was more qualified 







Baptista said the fraternity 
decided that an all -male 
organization  "narrowed the insight 




 Tau Delta Phi is 
now open 
to
 any student with at least 
30 
cummulative  semester
 units at 
SJSU and a minimum 
grade point 





organization  will 
reduce the 
work load
 involved in 
compiling  the 
"Tower 
List," which is 
scheduled  
for 
publication fall of 1979. 
Tau Delta Phi members cir-
culate evaluation cards to students 
both in and out of classrooms. The 
cards are divided into departments 
and then into individual instructors. 
Comments from students are read 
and summarized. 
Tau Delta Phi's initiation period 
is signified by the red plank 
and 










 at 6 p.m.



























By Kirk Heinrichs 
Americans got into too much dope, too 
much 
Marxism,  and  too much 
sex  with too 
many 
people, according to ex -Marxist 
Richard Young, speaking about the late 
1960s. 
"People said 
VD was no more serious 
than the common cold. What they forgot 
though, was there 
is no cure for the 




This was just one of the problems 
talked about
 by Young, who addressed 
about 50 students  and 
faculty















































 a Marxist 
in the late 






Oakland  Induction 
Center in 1967, 
while he 




"There  were 
armies  of cops 
10
 deep 
surrounding us. We liberated 35 blocks 
though, for seven days." 
Throughout his speech, the 
democratic
 conservative, as he likes to be 
called, stressed the fact that he wasn't 
embarrassed of once beings Marxist. 
Young told 
how he witnessed the race
 
riots
 in Michigan in the summer of 
1967.  
"I watched the crowd.
 I heard them 
yell, 'kill a nigger
 for me,' as 




 There was 
a 
madness  about that summer." 
He stressed
 the 
importance  of 







 for me. But I 
do








reads  the 
Bible 
and  the 
"golden 




















fields and work all day having 
to
 take care 
of 12 kids
 at minimum 
wage?  Then don't 








"Then  don't 
do
 it to anyone
 
else. 
"It's up to 
us,"  Young 













 up to 
his 










































 He also 
insists  
people
 have to be 
politically  free.
 
"The  only 
thing  we have
 to do is 
die,"  
Young  said. 
"Everything 










 and free 
elections," 
Young  
said.  He insisted 
that
 for a better 
society
 to 









 about winning. 
"Politicians have gotten into a kind 
of 
corruption by celebrating the 
process
 of 
winning the election, instead of running 
for  
office for what they believe in," Young 
said. 
"We need to seek out people we 
respect and ask them to run for office. We 
value things too much like aggressiveness 
and ambition.
 Instead we should be 
looking for good judgment and integrity. 
"We need to pressure people who don't 
want to serve, but would
 be good in office." 
Young said that we 
should look more 
towards
 family men. He feels these men 
make better politicians. 
"I feel the 
reason  the cauntry has been 
pretty stable 
is because the last two
 
presidents have been 
family men. They 
were devoted to their 
families,"  he said. 
"Frankly, when politicians and their 
wives don't sleep together there is a lack of 
balance of personality. Good family people 
are going to 
make better politicians." 
PEI 




























career  in television 
appears to present one basic 
Bill Weeks is the 
A STIS font Forum Page 
Editor 
question: Can 
a very intelligent 
conversationalist make it in the 
world of television talk shows? 
If that 
sounds  like a 
strange 
question, 


















late 1960s, ABC thought 
perhaps  finally it had landed some 
one who 
could  knock off Carson in 
the battle to capture late-night 
television 
viewers.  
The network had tried and failed 
to do this with Joey Bishop. The 
general 
attitude  of the public 
seemed to be 'why settle for a cheap 
imitation of Carson when the real 
thing was 
only
 three clicks away on 
the television dial. 
Bishop was 
also  being swamped 
by mail 
complaining 
about  his 
grammar,
 which at 
best could be 
described 
as a combination
 of Moms 
Mabley and 
















had  graduated from Yale at 
the top of 
his class in, of all things, 
English 
literature,
 and there was an 
ugly rumor floating around that his 
IQ was 
as high as 132, although 
Cavett would only admit it was 
"somewhere between Albert Ein-





















































































































































 despite the 
fact
 it occurred
 with less 
than two 
minutes remaining 
in the show. 
Gore Vidal and 
Norman  Mailer, 
following a 
shouting  match on the 
air, 
offered  to kick each 
other's teeth 
out during the 
commercial  break. 
A 
health
 food expert died of 
a 
heart  attack during 
the





openly  attacked John 
Lennon's
 wife, 
Yoko Ono, and 




rubbish"  a 
few 
months







 the boring 
in-
tellectualizing




 was the only 
person  who 
ever 
offered  an alternative to 





telligent,  interesting conversation. 
The fact that the television in-
dustry has not 
abandoned  his 
enourmous talent is an 
asset to it 
and a benefit to a television audience 
growing weary of 
idiotic  comics and 
boring "movie stars" plugging their 
latest disaster. 




television  was he an-
swered, "I never had the Gabor 
sisters as guests." 
That
 appears more 
than
 a good 






















 Bill Weeks 
"Nobody in 







about  the  Vietnam 
war."   an ABC 
executive 
scolding Dick Cavell 
after 
his first show in 1968.
 
Dick Cavett, 







 Yale," the 
"breath  of fresh 
air television 
is craving," 




after a three 




The new Dick 
Cavett Show is 
being broadcast




 locally) Monday 
through 
Friday at 












policy of the Spartan Daily 
regarding letters 
and material 
submitted from individuals or 
organizations outside of the
 Spartan 
Daily staff is as follows: 
Letters should be submitted
 at 
The Daily office (JC 
208)
 between 9 
am. and 5 p.m. 
weekdays  or by mail 
to The Forum Page, care of the 
Spartan Daily, San Jose 
State 
University, San Jose, CA 95114. 
All letters must include the 
writer's signature, major, class 
standing and telephone number. 
Only the 
name,  major and class 
standing 
will
 be printed. 
Letters should be typed, double-
spaced and self -edited. Because of 
the limited time
 available to re-type 
handwritten
 letters, typed letters 
are preferred. Best read letters are 
250 words
 or less. 
The Spartan 
Daily  reserves the 
right to 































































































































































John  Weiland 
Kutsi  








Allen,  Sydney 
Brink 
Al Dangerf





 Martin. Marilyn 












 lob  Fang.
 
Cheryl

































































 able to 
make 























































 Only 2 









make  up 
15 























 for the 
United  States 
as a 
whole there 




When  we 
speak
 in 
terms  of 
minority







alarming.  For 
every 
4,000  black 
people


































 in the 
Bakke case is the 









 far inferior to that
 of more 
privileged groups, 
yet upon gaining 
entrance 
into institutions of 
higher  
learning by way of 
special ad-
missions, minorities 




 means that a person
 who, 
once in 
school,  can 
compete  suf-







 very least qualified. 
Admissions 
scores
 and IQ tests 




 than with ones 
ability to succeed in a 
profession. In 
no way should these test scores be 
the criteria by 
which applicants are 
judged. Other 
important  con-
siderations  are those 




and skill due to 
his  particular 
background.  
Perhaps if there
 were more 
women and minority doctors there 
wouldn't 
have been more 
hysterectomies than tonsilectomies 
performed last year, and we 




 of the Native American 
women between the ages of 15 and 35 
have been 
sterilized.  Before our 
society
 has completed even the early 
stages of correcting the inequaties of 
centuries of inequality, the in-
feriority of minorities is trying to be 
established by biased test scores 
before minorities have had a chance 
to prove otherwise. 
The
 real issues then surrounding 
the Bakke case are not those 
of 
"reverse discrimination" and 
failure to meet 
standards of 
qualification
 but rather emerge 
from the struggle 
minorities  have 
always had to wage for their rights 
in this system. 
In
 the face of in-
creasing 
competition for limited 
positions in 
school
 students have no 
interests in 
fighting each other, 
minority against 




should  seek to open the 
doors of education,
 defend af-
firmative  action and take a 
united  




Committee  to Fight 
Bakke  


























































attack  on equal
 
rights. It is 
but one prong










against  the 
Bakke  
decision have 















women  to 
use 
Medicaid  







 Racism (NSCAR ) 
believes 
we need a movement that can bring 
thousands into the streets to 
fight for 
our rights. We cannot
 rely on the 
courts or 
on the Carter ad-
ministration. Both have shown time 
after time that they 
are enemies of 
racial and sexual equality." 
NSCAR chapters
 all across the 
country will be building forums and 
other actions to expose the threat 
posed by the Bakke case 
and its 
relation to other racist attacks. The 
SJSU Student Coalition Against 
Racism is working in opposition to 
the Bakke
 decision. 
On Thursday, Oct. 13, from 7 to 
10 p.m., 
SCAR  is sponsoring a  teach -
in on the Bakke case, the depor-
tations of undocumented workers 
and the situation in South Africa. 
Among 
the  scheduled speakers
 
are:  
Lehman Brightman from United 
Native Americans, Steve Faustina, 
and Manuel Macias from Cabrillo 
College, It is to be held in the 
Costonoan Room in the Student
 
Union. Those who want a better 
understanding of these important 
issues are 
invited
 to attend. 
Michael Romero 




With Christmas rapidly ap-
proaching, we at Military Overseas 
Mail are concerned about the many 
thousands of our militay personnel 
who will be away from 
their homes 
and families during the holiday 
season. For many of these young 
men and women this 
will
 be the first 
Christmas away from home. 
Readers of the Spartan Daily 
can help make this holiday season a 
little less lonely and a little 
more  
enjoyable for many of these young 
people by joining n the collection of 
Christmas mail sponsored by 
Military Overseas Mail. 
This is an 
ideal project for 
school classes, clubs and other 
groups as well as individuals and 
families.
 
For more information, please 
sent a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to 
Military  Overseas Mail, 
Box 4330, Arlington, VA. 22204, and 
mention that you  read about
 M.O.M. 
in the Spartan Daily. 










I'm afraid I cannot follow the 
logic of your editorial of Oct. 13 
("Allan 
Bakke").
 In the fourth 
paragraph you conclude that 
"racism in America is in-
stitutionalized." 
In the next paragraph you state 
that "preferential admissions 
policies
 are absolutely necessary to 
counter this
 historic wrong." What 
are preferential admissions policies 
if they are not racist in themselves? 
Substituting
 one form of racism 
for another cannot be 
an effective 
solution to the problem. You then 
state that there are "over-
whelming" 
statistics  that show a 
direct correlation betwee,n 
inadequate health care and ex-
clusion of minorities from states 
positions. Why don't you print these 
overwhelming statistics? 
I for one have never seen therh, 
but if I can get preferential treat-
ment because I have
 not seen 'a 
dentist in three years I would
 like to
 







Since I am one of many
 students 
who are graduating
 this year, I have
 
began 
checking  deeply into 
em-






 students I 
have 
talked to, I 
have found a poor 
job 
market. The 
job market at -large is 
bad enough, but trying 





history,  etc. 










 if you 
do





















 have jobs 
totally 
unrelated
 to the 
fields
 for which 
college  has 
"prepared"  them.
  
We must work 
together
 and let 
schools and 




 and better jobs. The 
organization,
























 be speakers from 
the 
Career Placement






















 Jim Self sees the 
preferential  
parking proposal
 for the area east 


















"My frustration is 
with (SJSU President 
John)  
Bunzelhis 
clear  unwillingness 
to get involved with
 the 
university and the 
city and his clear 
refusal
 to get out 
of his ivory 
tower."  
Self, a 1970 SJSU
 graduate in 
manpower  ad-
ministration,
 has been a 
councilman  for five years. 
"I owe the 
university,"  he said. 
"I
 have an equal 
amount of responsibility to 
solve the parking problem 
as the university does." 
The
 fact that Self was absent
 for two out of three 
votes on the parking
 ban was ''coincidental," he said.
 
"I had other 
things to do," the councilman
 said. 
Self missed the June 
28 council meeting during 
which the parking ban 
was approved. The reason,
 he 
explained, was that 
he had to check up on 
some 
committees he 






Self said he is 
"uncomfortable"  with the ban, 
but 
supports 
it because it "forces  the 
serious  nature of the 
problem to the 
surface and makes everyone deal
 with 
it. 
"I'm  so turned off" by 
Bunzel















have  doubled at 
the SJSU 
Placement Center, but
 student employees 
are in 
short supply. 
Some 400 jobs are posted 
in
 the SJSU 
Placement
 Center, and according 
to
 Alice 
Gunnel of the center,
 they're not getting 
filled.  
In 
August  and September, job 
openings have doubled, as 
about  70 new 
jobs are placed on the board each day. 
"Frankly it surprised
 me," said 
Gunnel. "No one seems to really know 
though, it must be the economy." 
In August and September last year, 
531 and
 673 jobs were filled by students 
respectively. 
In the last 
two months those figures 
have doubled to 1,168 and 1,249 respec-
tively.  
There are a couple of problems that 
can partially 
account
 for the overload 
according to Gunnel. 
"Sometimes  students come in and find 
the right job, but the hours the job requires 









 counts of 
who gets jobs.
 We ask 
the employer
 to call 
us,  but that 
doesn't  
always happen,"
 he said. 
Jobs are posted
 according to 
major, 
and come
 mostly from 







sales,  technical, 








 a job. 
"It's  possible for
 students to 
gets job. 
It 
might  not be 













to get a job if 
they come in 
every  day. 
There are new














 to Gunnel. 
"Daily, 
things  pick up 
around lunch 
time," 
he said. "On the
 whole, things 
pick 
up
 towards the 
end of the 













The  Bahai Student 
Forum will hold 
a meeting 
from 7:30 to 9 
p.m.
 today in 
the 
S.U.  Montalvo Room. 
Shahram Touloui will 
speak on the "Harmony of 
Science and Religion." 
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Association  of Students in 
Economics and Business 
will meet from 3 to 5 p.m. 
today in the S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. 
Representatives from E.F. 
Hutton will speak. 
   
The SJSU Marine 
Sciences
 Club will meet at 
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan 
Hall, room 351. Dr. Alan 
Polanshek will speak on 
"Culture and Hybridization 
of Marine Red Algae." 
   
The Pre -Law 
Association will meet at 3 
p.m. today in the Almaden 
Room 'A'. Practice 
L.S.A.T. tests will be 
:reviewed. 
   
The SJSU Women's 
Center will meet from 12 to 
3 p.m. Wednesday
 in the 
S.U. Amphitheater. There 
will be a rape education 
, awareness presentation. 
   
The 
Spartan  Daily 






tomorrow in the Spartan 
Pub. Former Daily 
assistant news editor Jim 
Jones will give a lecture 
entitled "The Job Outlook 
for Journalism Graduates 
and How to 
Apply for a 
Chaffeur's License." New 
members will be inducted. 
   
Petitions for
 better 
bike lockers and for an 
expanded, cleaner system 
of bike lanes will be 
available today at the 
S.U.  




   

















    
     
    
     
    

















































































.S459'  roundtrip 
SAN FRANCISCO TO DUSSELDORF, GERMANY SAN FRANCISCO 
Departures begin 











































 32 000 
OAKLAND 
AND  LOS ANGELES 





(11 flights to choose from) 
Prices train $419 $459
 r.uncltrip 
LAKER'S
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In to 5 
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to call the 
university
 to see 
how  we 
can  work together 
anymore," he said. 
The answer to the 
parking problem, both 
at SJSU 
and 
downtown, he said, is 
"creating
 an environment 
conducive  to non-automibile uses." 
Self's objective is to shut
 down some streets 
and 
make them 
accessible  only to pedestrians,
 establish a 
peripheral
 parking system and couple 
it with a shuttle 
bus system. 
There 
is room for cars, he said, under
 freeways 
and on portions of Highway
 20 which are not being 
used. 
A shuttle bus 
system will be used 
by
 downtown 
workers  if it is "tailored 
to
 their needs," Self said.
 
"Parking
 is going to get
 much worse very
 
quickly," he said. 
"We're  within 40 days
 of signing a 
major hotel." 
That 
hotel, to be built at Market Street
 and the 
Paseo de San Antonio, 
will  displace 300 to 450 cars, he 
said. 
That doesn't have a direct 







































Mt. View, Ca. 
941-3600 
said, but does
 have an indirect one. 
State and federal buildings,
 scheduled to be built in 
the downtown area in 
1979, "will not be built without 
parking needs being met" according to Self, so that 
won't add 
to the problem. 
"But as I've been saying to Bunzel, who does not 
listen, the SAGA lot isn't 
going to be available to 
students," 
he said. 
Using Spartan Stadium 
for parking can help 
alleviate SJSU's
 congestion, Self 
said.  
Such a shuttle 
system
 will work, he 
added, if 
students 




 according to 







said,  "we've 
got  to look at 
redevelopment














used  to deal 
with problems




























University.  The student members are 
appointed















Associated  Students 
Third floor,
 Student Union 
Page
 4, 




Ex- gridder in 












pression  of a karate expert 
is. You know, the guy
 that 
smashes boards with his 
hand and 
stars in crazy 
Kung Fu movies. 
Now picture a wavy-
haired, 6 -foot -1, 220 
pounder with a walrus 
mustache and 
flashy smile. 
Not what you had 
in 
mind? 
Neither  is it the 
image of 
those  who 
challenge 
Mr. Jay T. Will. 
Will, 
an SJSU football 
player 10 years ago, would 
probably stump his own 
family 
on What's My Line. 
But those who voted 
him into the 
Black  Belt 
Hall of Fame six 
months  
ago obviously knew what 
they were talking about. 
Will was elected "Karate 
Instructor 










Fawcett  (Well, Lee 
Majors 
perhaps), Will is a 
household 
word  in those 
households  where 
breaking 
bricks is 




was in San Jose 
this











 of Will's 
acquaintances













 him to karate stardom. 











in 1967 and 
had to 
decide
 whether to 
play one 

















































































































































































separation killed  him. 
Until the injury suf-
fered against Fullerton 
State, 
Small  was a prime 
candidate for post -season 






director, says that's one of 
the facts of life 
regarding 
the All-American selection 
process. 
"Gerald's injury kills 
him,"  Walker said. "If he 
comes back for 
the last 
three or four games and 
intercepts about three 
passes
 a game, then maybe 
he'll make honorable 
mention." 
Going 




 help Small's chances 
either. 
"There are basically 
two 
ways


















like San Jose, and have a 
year where your team has 
a good record, plays a 
competitive schedule
 and 
you have excellent 
statistics. 
"The other way is to go 
to a football power, like 
USC or Ohio State, and stay 
healthy. And even if you 
get injured you still might 
make it." 
Because of these facts 
of All-American life, big 
schools can, and do, 
nominate a half -dozen or 
more 
candidates for All-
American. Most of these 
candidates will make onc 
A -A 
team  or another. 
At SJSU, Walker can't 
push more than one player  
and 
realistically  expect 
them to make it. This year 



































definitely  an 
advantage,"









 right now 
everybody's  


















































special  event runs
 5 days 




































St. San Jose 
292-4864
 




"Frank  the Tank.'" 
The publicity aspect, 
hence Walker's job, is 
important mainly because 
more than half 
(Walker's  
estimate) the 
people  who 
vote for All-American 
teams never see 
the 
players they pick 
in action. 
"These people (voters) 
depend on information 
from sports information 










 do they 
vote 
for? This plus SJSU
 




Plunkett  to the 
Heisman 

































































































"When I was 
in Fort 
Worth I 







said,  'I see 
your  show 












Will  said, 
"But it 






Will has been his ap-
pearances 
on




















any  coach, 
fan 
or player





















































































effect  of 

















































 San Fransiss 
Golden Gate Aventi, 
Sunday. 
October  23 Sacramento
 State University 
8 
01)  PM 
South Gym  
1.1114  
1.114510,  1 
Mt












































Dwayne  O'Steen in the 
defensive 
backfield) really 
made some hits." 
"Hit" seemed 



















Freitas'  bell 
at












back  over 








 in their 
mind because







told  them it would 
take 











ready  to play 
another 
game right
 then and 
there." 
Stiles  wasn't the onl) 
one 









 a scout 
for the 






































and  San Fernando
 
GET 810 OFF. 
For one week
 every year. 
Josten's  






Here it is. 
(let 
$10
 off the purchase
 price of any 
Josten's
 college ring you
 select by 
ordering at 
the  same time 
as students 
all around the
 country. During 
Josten's 
National College



















at no extra 
charge. 
Choose
 white or 
yellow  gold. Ask 
for  full 
name 
engraving or 
a far simile signature
 
on the 
inside  of the 








 encrusting if 










 now a 810 
































































A lot of potential in need of some refinement 
was on 
Spartan basketball coach Ivan Guevara's hands when 
official practice opened 
Saturday, with 17 cagers at-
tempting to make the squad. 
Guevara, coming off his winningest season in his 
six -
year stint at SJSU, was just one 
win  away from the NCAA 
playoffs
 with an 18-11 mark. 
This squad
 will probably be somewhat reminiscent 
of
 
last year's team in the sense that 
it will take some time to 
work together
 as a unit. 
Back from last year is 
the captain, Tracy Haynes, a 
two-year starter 
at forward who organized
 intra-squad 
games 
and  conditioning programs
 for the players over the
 
past six weeks. 
Also returning
 are several 
sophomores  in guards 
Geary 
McKoy,
 Phil Davis and Frank
 Johnson, plus center 
Stan Hill, an awesome 
outside




 Wally Rank. 
Much potential comes to 
SJSU  in the form of many 
new recruits and
 walk-ons. All of the 
aforementioned 
have had at least one year 
to




 according to Guevara and 
anybody who's
 seen him play, is an 
incredible  natural 
talent. However, Pritchett 
lacks on defense, an area in 
which he 
certainly
 got no help playing
 under Roll and 
Todd at Santa Ana College
 last year. 
Pritchett, who 




"I'm not a leaper, I'm a 
rebounder.  There's a dif-
ference. Just 
anybody can get up there." 
Pritchett joins freshman
 forward Ira Hall as those 
who 
verbally  leave no doubt 
they'll
 succeed for the 
Spartans. 
They do, however, have quite a 
bit of competition. 
Two SJSU students from last year, JV center 
Bill  August 
and red -shirt guard Barry Morgan, are hoping to crack 
the lineup, along with many freshmen. 
"I like the 
young kids," Guevara commented while, 
observing an intrasquad workout. "I really like their 
attitudes. (Guard Mike) Mendez, (forward
 Sid) Williams, 
(guard Doug) Murray ... I think they're really class guys. 
"They have a shot at making varsity just on their 
hard work," Guevara related. "You've got to keep a hard 
worker." 
Guevara declined to go on naming players, calling it 
"premature." 
Among
 those other players are Paul Schilleci, a 
highly -touted community college player 
at
 Golden West 
College
 in southern California before spending his 
sophomore year 
at
 Washington State, who'll red -shirt this 
year in accordance with NCAA rules. 
"You 
can't expect this year's team to shoot like
 last 
year's,"  Guevara compared, "or to 
have the shot selec-
tion, finesse 
or ball handling." 
Those were the collective strong 
points of the 
departed Steve 
Sincock,  Ken Mickey, Rick Quinn and Ron 
Ward.  
On the improvement side of the ledger, "This 
team is 
quicker,  and better at rebounding than last year," 
Guevara points out. 
Rebounding was a very poor part of the Spartan game 
last year, out rebounding exactly one team in 29 contests. 
Stan Hill, with 6.3 per game i,verage, led the team in 
collecting caroms. Wally Rank, with 5.0, was second 
despite limited playing time. 
The Spartans open the season Nov. 19, hosting the 
Australian National Team at Independence Park 












senior  Sue 
Baross, a 





chronized swim team, is 
one  of nine 
nominees  for 
the 
James  E. Sullivan 











 23, a 
recreation
 major,







































































(continued  from 
page
 4) 
Cincinnati Bengals of the 
NFL, singled out guard 




pressed me," he said. "He 
stood out most in my mind. 
Gill was all over
 the field. 




the 49ers, Kevin Cole and 
quarterback Ed Luther 
were
 named co-PCAA 
offensive players of the 
week. 
Luther complemented 
Cole's fine running with 13 
completions in 28 attempts 
for 174 yards and two 
scores, including a 65-
yarder to 
Robert  Claiborne 
on the fourth play of the 
game. 
Looking back over the 
season at this point, Stiles 
said he is very proud 
of the 
team. 
"Of course we had no 
idea we'd have this many 
injuries,"
 he said, "but I'll 
tell you one thing - when 
you're on the 
practice  field 
or in a 
meeting  with these 







The attorney general is here 
to help you with:
 
Informing students  of their 
rights  and 
responsibilities and 
acting
 as an aide in 
protecting
 those rights. 
To aid students in the preparation of cases 
being presented to the Academic Fairness
 
and Student Grievance Committees of the 
Academic
 Senate. 
To act as liason in problems dealing with 
academic policies and procedures. 
Contact








Student Union, SJSU 








































Cal  Bears 2-1 in 
the 
second  half of 
their 
Saturday 
afternoon  game. 
Now 
the  bad news.
 Cal 
outscored 
SJSU  11-0 in the 
first 
half,  on their 
way  to a 
12-2 
trouncing  of 
the
 
Spartans,  one of two
 losses 
coach Ed 









the  nation by 
virtue of 
their 










 handling a 

















afternoon loss  to 
"No 
guts,  no hustle, 
UC-Davis. 
nothing." 
The 12-2 drubbing, 
"We played like 
old  however, looked better 
ladies 
in the first half," than the 
earlier 18-2 
Samuels chastised
 his margin the Bears recorded 
group 






Shack  offers 
the  
opportunity  for you to 
start your 
career working part time with us, 
while you're 
now in college. 
Get 
a head start








 in the 
industry  and, 
at the same 




 Tandy Corporation (NYSE)
 and 
later







 Store Managers' earnings 
include  a 
share of the store's profits. Those Managers 
who completed our training program 
three  
years ago 
averaged  $11,215 






 year and 
$22,605
 the third year. 
Ii 
you
 feel you are 
above 
average, thAn darning potential is 
even greater.
 

































Will judged for 
several
 
title events, including the 
televised match two weeks 
ago between Bill 
"Superfoot" Wallace and 
Pat Worley. 
Will




match in Hawaii Nov. 26 
and then a title bout in 







 good for 
the 
martial art, but






















two  years, 
Will has 
been  forced 
to use 
his 
expertise  in 
karate  only 
once.  
"And that











me and I gave
 him a slight 
kick to the chest," 
he said. 
-He jumped 
in  his car, 
slammed








Americans are the best in 
the world 





 are so 













































 at touch of a finger! 







Sound Can Be 
Heard  For Blocks! 
Carry  it hidden 
In your hand. 
At slightest 




 or vicious dogs




 air is 
filled 
with





heard!  Your 
attacker  
turns 












 and hikers 
in distress 
. . . for 
Signalling
 In noisy 




 from play. 
Order  SHRIEK 
ALARM 
direct by mail.
 Send just .3 
Pius
 50 shipping  












ENTERPRISES  P.O. 






 nosh prepaid the noon's., of Shrift'.
 Alarms indirared 
Wow. 
Mn
 che0k  of money order is enclosed 
IPlease
 add SO 
per alorrn
 to 00000 shipping and handlinal Sort, 






Manse   
Address  
City   
Slate
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October




































































13) Carol Sarasohn 
Games
 people pay: I 
walked
 onto the campus
 last Friday 
to discover the
 student body 
caught in the 
grips  of a 
passion
 equal to the 
lemmings  insane 
march  into the ocea.
 
Or so it seemed. 
Students  were 
toobeeing,  bolting, 
tweezil  woping 
and  
hunkerhawsering
 completely ignoring 
the midterm panic, 
behaving  madder than 
the
 maddest hatter. 
Patricia and
 Mark Hogle (sister and brother)
 sat atop 
a plastic
 covered log which
 was loosely 
mounted
 on top of 
two saw 
horses.  This in itself was odd 
enough, but when 
they began hitting each 





 were tweezil wopping 
it
 was too much. I decided 
it was time to run in the opposite direction. 
"This is more fun than 
a pillow fight," Pat said.
 "It's 
an easy way to get rid of your hostilities." 
'I don't 
trust this log, or you,' 
Mark  said menacingly 
to his sister, 
shortly
 before knocking her to 
the ground. 
Running  in the 
opposite  direction 
didn't  help. I was 
challenged
 to a duel 
with
 giant polyurethane
 swords by 
Sheila 
Droller, one of the 




watching  some students
 laying face down on 
the 
grass, rolling 
over each other and 
othes throwing a 
two-
inch
 beer can around
 ( toobeeing ) it 
was  a relief to 
discover
 that the insanity
 had been planned
 by the 
Recreation
 97 class. 
Dog Days: Almost
 everyone in the game 
area
 was getting 
into the





who was wandering around
 the finger 
paints. 
One student, 
who refused to join in the fun, was 
Diana  
Azzinari, a nursing student. 
"I'm studying 
for a midterm," she insisted, 
whle  she 
intently
 watched students romping 
on the grass. 
"Okay," 
she  admitted after five 
minuts  of non-
studing. "I'm too shy to 
join." 







 walking around the cmpus with 
a smile on his face 




"The teacher said in order 
to pass the tet we'd have to 
smile," Gilbert said.
 
He shouldn't have any trouble 
passing. His teacher's 
name isMrs. Gilbert. 
   
If you want to 
make some money,
 forget about 
banking your savings 
or
 making a quick trip to 
Reno.  
Payable interest on your dollars is faster
 at the Cambrian 
Post Office than at 






 into the post-office Saturday and 
discovered much to my delight
 that every time I put a 
dollar into the change 
machine  I received $1.20 in change. 
6   
Wondering If there might be a connection
 between the 
generous machine and the post office's continual 
com-
plaints that it is losing 




"There are just as many 
people who get cheted by the 
dollar  machine, as there ae 
people
 who are overpaid," he 
claimed. "It all works out
 in the end." 
Only at SJSU: "We've been as far east as 
Reno and as far 
south as Fresno," Rick Chavez, recruite
 for the U.S. 
Navy, said, and this never happened before." 
The "this" Chavez was referring to was the demon-
stration 
yesterday  by the Union of Iranian Students. 
Two women from Iran sat 
behind
 the recruiting table 
to "observe our recruiting 
methods,"
 according to 
Chavez, and were "threatened with physical harm if they 
didn't leave.
 
"The Iranian students are using the same
 kind of 
tactics they are protesting against," Chavez 
protested. 
"Usually 
when we visit s campus the Iranian students 
spend  the afternoon talking to us. It's a much better way 
of communicating than a protest march." 
   
Toddling along: Chris 
Grossman,




 said there are 
six 
openings for three
 and four-year -old 
children  in the af-
ternoon program 
which runs from 
12:30  p.m. until 3:30. 
"The 
children  are aware 
that some of the 
other 
children are 
a bit slow and 
ask  if they can 'take





children"  are 









a new law 






the  public schools.
 
Chris said she
 sees real 
hope
 for the 
future.
 





"normal"  children 
have













won't  seem as different































10 other slam from 
N.Y.
 City tollrev ART 
San 
lose  Center for the Performing A, 
Oct.
 








 the 5151.1 51866,1 I   
Mail order. 
at
 I rpled on61 0,1 iir
 
























pollution  will 
destroy 
many
 of the ar-
tistic 
treasures  and historic 
monuments of the Italian 
city of Venice, 
unless ex-
traordinary  efforts to save
 
it are made, 
according  to 
Dr. Robert
 D. Bornstein, 
associate professor of 
meteorology.  
Bornstein








 until June, 
working with Italian 




granted a Fulbright 
Fellowship to do work at 
the I.B.M. scientific center 
with others from the 
national Research 
Laboratory and the 
Restoration Laboratory of 
Italy. 
Although Bornstein's 
particular interest was 
meteorology and the 
chemical changes of 
pollution in the air, he dealt 
with the various aspects of 
the problem of how 
pollution
 affects the 
marble works of thecity. 
The professor said 
the 
categories of the problem 
were 
defined
 as sources of 
pollution, the movement of 
pollutio 
`rom the source to 





the meteorology of  
the  
area of Venice. 







































































































of the stones. 





said. One is 













area in the 
country  10 miles 
from Venice 






















the  first 
problem
 was solved  
by 














The first was 
to spend 
money to clean


































October  18 at 
12noon
 
in the Student 
Union  











































457 E. an 
carlos  




















The air is actually
 
relatively 
clean  because 
the pollution does not blow 
toward
 the city very often, 
he said. 
The scientists seek to 
restore the 






 been develod which 
are poured into 
the cracks 
and holes and then 
solidified. 
The problem with this, 
the professor 
points  out, is 
the 




 rates as the 
particular stone. If not the 
liquid
 would destroy the 
stone.
 
Because of the 
wide 
variety of stone
 types, a 
whole range




such liquids is 
still  going 
on, Bornstein 
said. 




step will be to clean 
the 
stones. 
After the cleaning 
and 
consolidation






























































































with sulfer dioxide 
to 
damage stones. 


















picked up the 
story,
 he said. 
Believing he 
had made the 
suggestion  
ASSOCIATED









Advises President regarding the 
long-range  
major policy 
questions relating to the 
planning of this











seriously, the press con-
fronted Venice's


























































































































 year of 
my
 life," 
he said about his stay in 
Venice.  
While he stayed in 
Venice Bornstein lived in a 
450-year -old palazzo, a 
giant home
 of the former 
aristocracy.  
The palarzo,
 owned by 
a present day count 
and 
countessa,
 who were active 
in the music life 
of the city, 
contained
 inlaid furniture 
by 
the  17th century fur-
niture maker, 
Maggiolini. 
the professor said. 
In addition,
 Bornstein 











Bornstein  said, 
Richard 
Wagner 
wrote  the second 
act of 




Isolde"  there during 
his stay in Venice. 






























$15 a week to $60










































applicator  on the 




warns  'do not flush:
 
You can 
throw it into 
a waste 
receptacle,


















lakes  and beaches.
 
The 
Tampax  tampon 
container -applicator 
- like the tampon
 itself -is completely 
disposable 
and biodegradable.
 It is made of spirally wound
 
strips of paper 
that  quickly begin to delami
 nate 
and unwind when
 they come in contact with 
water. (See the 
illustration  above at the right.) 
The paper strips 
are
 as easy to dispose of as a 
few sheets of bathroom or facial tissue. 
What's more, the hygienic Tampax 















and comfortable. Slim. 
smooth and pre -
lubricated,
 it guides the 
tampon
 into the proper
 





have  to touch 
the tampon.




 in all 
three 
directions- 
length.breadth  and 
width-
s°
 there is little 













 is one 
of 
the  reasons 
why they 
are  the "1 
choice  of more
 
women











protection  more women mist 
October
 













 for the 
student trustee post in the 
California State University 
and Colleges 
system are 
now available in the
 
AS., 
Campus Placement, or 
Dean of Students
 offices. 
The student trustee 
will serve on 
the  board of 
trustees, which makes 
policy for the 19 
campuses  







 an SJSU 

















Kay Carlson, the first 
student 
trustee  ever to be 
appointed, said it is 
crucial
 










CARMEL ( AP) --The
 
suspect was 
described  in 
the police 









 and with no 
teeth. 













crime  was 
the 
Carmel post office. 
The 
victim of the 
assault was a 
1976 Mercedes Benz
 
belonging to a 
Hayward 
man. 
The police report 
gave  
the
 cold details of 
the at-
tack.  While the 
car's owner 
was  inside, the five
-ounce  
perpetrator,  identified 
as 
Pine  E. Cone, 
fell
 from a 
nearby
 tree and 
put a 
serious 
dent  in the 
car's  
trunk
 lid. The 
suspect  was 
found 
nearby,  the 
report  
said,



















insisted  he 
take the
 pine 




witnesses  to 
the  
attack. 













bail,  despite 
the 
fact 


























 a two-year 
term 
beginning  in 
March.  
1978, should 
have  five to 10 
hours a 
week free in 
the 
beginning, in 
order  to grow 
accustomed
 to the 
workings of the board. 
The board of trustees 
meets six times a year, and 
the trustee may be in-
volved in other 
organizational committees 
such as finance, campus 
planning, building and 





privileges  are 
equal,
 but the student 
serves




























 Carlson said. 
Trustees do not receive 
wages, but
 their travel 
expenses are paid, 
she 
added. 
Students applying for 
the 
position
 should be of 
junior 
standing,








 write two 




become  a trustee 
and another 
on how the 













































Paseo  de San 
Antonio 
(between  2nd 















one, A specialty 
import  shop for 






 7 flit 
ferent 
countries
 Priced with the 
student's  budget 




days  a 
week. Monday
 'Nu Friday. 10 to 
6. 1186 
Lincoln
 Avenue, San 
Jose 797 8424 Open Weekends
 









A.S.  Off iCe 
or phone 
371 6811 
FLY FOR FUN Loss Club Prices 
Airplanes Rental





HEALTH  food 
Sandwiches,
 
PROTEIN  SMOOTHIES, Fresh 
Carrot 
Juice, Fresh Chicken and 
Potato  Salad made daily 
FREDA'S






iClass Oct 7 and 
8! The theraputic foot massage 
Improve circulation,
 total 
relaxation, normalize all body 
functions
 
Fri  79 pm Lecture 
study health,
 love reflex points 
and more 
Sat 9 am Learn. give 
and 








enrollment for individual at 
tention SIX Pre sign up on 
bulletin 









 1445 Los Padres, 
left  off El Camino Real in Santa 
Clara 
For more into write Holly 
Lynn. 
PO Box 1040, Felton. CA 
95018
 









Gardens at 1300 
Senter Road. near Keyes 
Come 
and Spend a 
relaxed
 morning or 
afternoon enioying a Japanese 
lunch A quiet study area
 is 

























 at no charge 
The Kelley Park Gardens and 
Teahouse will make a gorgeous 
setting 
for a wedding and 
reception 
Catering and Wed 
ding Photography
 are available 




color prints For 
complete 
details,  please 
call 2952708 or 
998 9699 
r OR FREE Real Estate 
Consultation, contact Farzad 
Einem, and 
Robert Taylor STE 
Enterprises
 1150 South Bascom. 
Suite 13 Phone 288 5515 or 679 
loll 
ASPEN, COLORADO 
1978.  The Ski 
Club
 
will  fly to Aspen Jan, t421. 
The 2nd meeting of this year will 
be 
held






 Room 112 All the 
details of the Aspen
 trip 
will  be 
given A film from Aspen Ski 






in order !a fly  to
 Aspen  Skyline 
Sports will give a fashion show 
featuring this year's new 
fashions Coming up is the Ski 
Club's annual Costume 
Ball, 
Oct 28 at Winer Hall in Camp 









WRITE  A RESUME NOW. A 
workbook designed for students, 
housewives and career 




Miravalle Ace, Los Altos 94022 
WILL


















 TM CENTER AT 247 8963 TO 














and  Psychic  
































Friday nite, 9 
pm. at Briner 






we'll provide the 
refreshments Party from 9 
1 30 and be sure to wear a 










$3 50, no costume 14 00 
Be scary,  be botare. be spooky.  
be outrageous, and come ready 






























is going to 









 " They 
will thank you forever by 





 have to 
trim









This "health food" 
is 
called  Marsh's




























 they need 
all the
 help 
they can get 








calling  him 
your 
'Galloping Chuck" 
after a few 

















Jew., your -little green 
children" are going to 
get very 
"high- on this stuff They will be 





find a whole 
new ex 
citemenl in "Plant 
Paren 
Mow 
" "VF II" has 
been 
known to have reincarnation
 







are deceased you'll be Shouting
 






motto is DON'T LET 
YOUR  
PLANTS GO 
TO H H E A V E N " .  
USE "MARSH'S
 VF 11"i !. You 




 Beta, Ralph's, 
Frys.  Geinco. Lucky's,  
PayleSS,  






 garden shops in your 
area 




Call 356 MM. 
THE BALLOON EXPERIENCE 
Fri Oct 21 Fountain 
Area,  noon 
till two Rattle for a hot
 air 









the Uthunhum Rrn at Me 
Student






NIGERIAN  Students 
Association  There will be an 
inaugural meeting on Saturday 
Oct 22 in Guadalupe Rrh of the
 
Student 
Union,  at 1 pm It is 




VW PORSCHE SERVICE All work 
guaranteed Tune ups from 524 
including  parts








house calls in 









until  you 







details  call 747 7469.
 
1976
 Chevy Luv pickup and 
camper  
in excellent condition
 Must see 
to appreciate
 52400 or make 
offer. Call 
Kit 293 3879 
GREAT '74 VEGA, one 
owner, low 
mileage, auto trans new tune 
up, vinyl roof 12,000 Call 246 
445 
alter 5 anytime. weekends
 
FOR  SALE 
-- 
BOOKS. LEVI'S
 SALE Hard cover 
on,











and pyramid,  
compass and 
booklet  
all  for 995
 
only  We take items














 Santa Clara 
St . San Jose 




















San Jose Hrs 9 
304
 30 Mon 
Sat 
 
BULKY HANDKNIT sweaters from 
Mexico 




must  be 
in before 
Oct 15 Call 261917904 
F 




Sat and Sun 
OFFICES
 FOR RENT, 3rd Sf. Rod 
San Salvador Month to Month 
CA Garden City Realty 
314 3770 




equipped and ready to go 
Start  
your own small business for 
only  
$1600 294 6771 
BAILEY  
WET
 SUIT Brand new, 
toll length 
perfect  condition 
Call Brett at 798 
6936
 
BOLES 816 E BM 



























 Excel Cond 
All Arc 
included  Or ig 5175 




enDE A BED Sofa 
DOI size 570 
Hoover Upright
 







super  cool cond. 
540 Mix r..k 
naks  SI 55 
















193  2954 
MINOLTA 201 
w/50mm
 F2 lens and 
case New/still in box 
5700. 




various colors room accents to
 
KING SIZE, none allergic 
cotton
 with polyester
 filling, 295 
17810,




EXTRA INCOME IN 
YOUR 
SPARE TIME TRAINING 
PROVIDED Phone 266 8891 
MARRIED
 COUPLES Do you
 





 Parents, 493 
8389
 
ADDRESSERS WANTED Im 
mediately,







pay Write American Service, 
8350 
Park  Lane, Stow 
769, 
Dallas.











David  Kohler 276 
5174  
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER Room 
and Board plus salary Los 
Gates  

















 A week 
working one 
hour
 a day 
Call
 
Mac at 266 1453 Ellwn 6 7 P M 
LEAD
 
VOCALIST  WANTED to 
complete Top 40 Dance Band 
Call 3778097, 
TYPIST CLERK. City 
Clerk's
 
Office, City of Mtn. View 
13
 
74Thr. max 960 
hrS/SCh 




phone,  typing 
xeroxing. tiling and other 
clerical Work in 
city municipal 





 Off ice Contact 




 and fowl tor 
writing an 
Elvis  song. Call Nick 
2266437
 
OVERSEAS JOBS surnmer/year 
rOund Europe. 
S America,  
Australia. Asia. etc All fields, 




sight  seeing Free inform 
Write International
 Job Center, 










shoot  "mous  













lurnished room in 
large mellow 
home in Willow 
Glen 
Minutes from school 
Male or female Kitchen 
privileges




HOUSE FOR SALE. 
Family
 home 
for sale for first
 time in 
55 years 
3 br. 2 bath, large kitchen, living 








windows for plants Price 
149,000 Talk to your rich Aunt! 
Please











work Own borrn bath Cali Jan 
981 6914 












 6 00 246 
1319 
ROOMMATE 
WANTED  to share 
nice 
7 bdrrn apt 15 min from 
SJSU. 
Or
 280 Call 
Mary 796 1836 
tthisn










 7071 /o 
share 4 bedroom
 house


















share  3 
bdrrn home. 
washerdryer
 Meridian/Hills  
dale 
After  9pm 
2603811
 






frpi, bath arie 












 Old Lab pup 
Female Lost on 300 Mk of 5 




















 of the 
Student
 

































50 people Be 
your  
whole self attend. 
970 
Speakers





 Dame a 
DiSco








 groups.  
"Are  we 
our own worst 
enemies,"





 Church a 
Christian 
Church





















Children's  Center 4941200 
VOLUNTEERS 

















valuable  experience 
Mornings
 






















demonstration  No obligation 
266 1453 between 6 7 
pm 
DEBONAIR 
DATING  SERVICE 
Fast, personal and selective
 
Men and 
women  of all ages are 
welcome Women for the first 30 
days 
will  be allowed in 
tree wilh 
this ad 
Unlimited in in 






 20's, would like 
to 
care Ion your home, 
plants  
and pets from Dec '77 to Jan
 
'19 Must be 
within commuting 
distance to Lined











 51e41 nOt to know 
all








HAPPY IS THAT 
PEOPLE  Whose 
God 
Is the Lord. 
Intervarsity  
Christian
 Fe nowship Thurs 
eves 








 fool Massage to 
relieve tensions, 
improve cir 
claboo normalize all 
body 
functions Private treatments 
by 





 1 lot 
$500 Leave 
your  
name and phone 
number  on my 
clip 
board  in the 
Peer
 Drop in 
Center.  
SO






















79 lbs in 
One  Month 
drinking 
milkshakes





Guarantee  S2Splus 




















SIO Call Women's 
Community  Clinic 7814,272 
est  
22 
DIVORCED WOMEN'S Support 
group
 
Starts  October 
















Mighty Moose  
Friendship is 
everything  thanks! Cat 
Woman  
LAURA Enough
 of our shy smiles 
and 
small  talk Let's open 
up






HAVE A BIG Twenty


















































solicited  NORTH 










 SAN JOSE 
24.14523
 KITTY CARTER 
_ 
















Jose  Ann Huston. In 
31191 


















































 and give yOu Setter 





































































































 man  one 















































































































































































Building  SOO 
Chart°, 
avenue.  
Suite  102 
STEREO
 









prices. X) to 50 per 
cent
 
DISCOUNTS on  over 100 
Maior  
brands of TVs. 














 ovens.  
and 
refrigerators












 Betore you buy 
elsewhere, call
 for a 
price  
Quote  
















 TVs, etc 
check  with us 
for 
SUPER DISCOUNTS on 700 
minor  
brands  We manufacture 
a 





 systems and 
recording 
tape wholesale to the
 
public SOUNDS
 UNIQUE 998 
2693 









 oft w ad 
fOr 2 
color or 
4 Et and W photos 
Regular  




PAypO de San Antonio,
 SJ 
!between 1M and 2nd Streets) 
CHARTER FLIGHTS 
Paris 








































































 Roi A 
Day.% 

























Lessons  and 
credit aVallable Jan 15 
71.  0360 
5395 Call 



















It was two hours full of sunshine and 
fun for more 
than 60 persons 
who  joined the New Games 
Tour-
nament at the fountain area Friday from
 noon to 2 p.m. 
The
 fun -seeking crowd was joined 
by 14 members 
of the Confrontation 
Ward of the Veteran 
Ad-
ministration  Hospital in Menlo Park 
during
 the event 
that featured more than 20 games. 
Game leader Ana Abboussleman
 led a group of 
more than 25 
persons  through a series of games 
in -
eluding













 backs in the
 center of a 
ring of about




 their feet 
to kick the 
earthball,  which
 was five feet 
in diameter 




 the outer 
ring  tried 
to bounce 





The long wait for student I.D. cards is a part of the 
past since the advent of a photo processing 
system. 
The new system 
cuts  waiting time from 10 weeks to 
less 
than
 a day. 
Some 1,500 
cards are issued to SJSU students and 
faculty
 members a year. This includes replacements
 
and 
campus  cards for staff people. 
"Before, 




 date in: 
1967: Someone
 managed to steal the 
anchor from 
in front of the
 Delta Gamma sorority
 house. The an-
chor, 
weighing
 more than 100 
pounds,  was held on a 
base
 with concrete and 
steal. Several of 
the  sorority 
members 
questioned  said they 
had  no idea who stole
 
the 
anchor,  why it was 
stolen  or how the 
culprits  
managed  to get it away
 without making a 
sound,  since 
it was stolen
 during the night. 
1969: 
Still trying to get big





 to have the New 
Riders of the 
Purple Sage to play in the 
College Union. 
A couple of special guests 
showed up: Jerry Garcia 












 cards," said 
Jack  Tuthill, 




 can put the cards







The  delay occurred
 because SJSU 
sent its photos to 
a 
developer







 wrong  
pictures,
 and 





 and we would
 have to ship
 the cards 
back, which 









 year's cards 
are of better 
quality.  
"I think
 it's more 























Catlin  said. "We are not trying to 
recruit 
Iranians."  
Catlin said Iranian 
military members are observing
 
the work of 
the  U.S. armed forces 
throughout
 the country. 
She added that the two 








 another recruiter, said 
the number of 
recruitments
 at SJSU yesterday was lower 
than
 usual. He 
blamed the
 protest. 
"These  people (protestors) 
are  interfering with 
others who want to try 
us
 out. I don't object to free speech
 
but I don't 
like it when they do this." 
Yesterday's protest marked 
the first public in-
volvement  of Iranian dissidents
 at SJSU this year. 
FREE&
 






really boring to 
read  the way 
most people 
are taught. This way. 
you  look 
at
 a page of printyou
 





1 had Cs in high school 
After Evelyn 











With 60 briefs a week, 
the  
average student
 takes all 
week 
to prepare





 as 100%! 
Jim Creighton, 
Student 
"It's easy Once you 
know how to do it. its 
super 
easyr 





but  now 
I'm 
reading around 2300 words a 
minute 
Puts
 you that much 
ahead 
of everyone else" 
All it takes is one free 
lesson and you can 
zip through homework
 a lot faster. In 
fact,  
you can cut 
your study time 
almost
 in half! Hard 
to believe? Put us 
to the test. Come 
and discover 
the secrets to easy speed
 reading, better 
concentration,  greater 
comprehension. 









U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. 
It's  
fun.
 It works. 
Get
 it while Ifs 





















READING  DYNAMICS  
Also 
involved










the  Committee 












Police  are seeking
 
an 
arrest  warrant 
for  Desimone. 
Officers 
claim  Desimone 
had a state-owned




 office during 
last 
week's protest. 
Although  the Navy 
recruiters are 
scheduled  to return
 
to the Union 
today, Chavez 
said  he was not 














By Linda Zavoral 
Ron Stevenson. 
Name sound familiar? He's the A.S.
 attorney general 
and he's afraid students don't know who he is and 
what  he 
does. 
-My office isn't being utilized 
by
 the students," he 
complained. 
-1 don't think they're aware of the office, the 
services it 
provides









 general's duties, as put 
forth  in the A.S. 
Constitution,
 are; 
"to aid students in the preparation of cases 
being  
presented to the Academic Fairness and Student 
Grievance
 Committees of the Academic Senate; 
"to act as student
 liaison in problems dealing with 
academic
 policies and procedures; and 
"to keep a permanent 
record of all precedents of the 
AS. Judiciary and judicial decisions which involve in-
terpretation of any current rules and regulations." 
When Stevenson receives a student grievance, he 
investigates to determine whether the complaint is valid. 
If it is, he will draw up a grievance case and act as the 
student's spokesman 
if requested. 
Stevenson averages one student grievance per week, 
but said he could handle up to three cases a day. 
However, he added, "only one out of five students has 
a valid case." 
Students who think they received an unfair grade on 
the basis of their personality or appearance are the most 
common, he 
said.  
Other complaints Stevenson hears are "tests are 
unfair, the workloads are too
 heavy or the professor is 
personally out 
to get them." 
Complaints often fall through, he said, when it turns 
out the 
student  "failed to go to class, failed to 
take  notes or 
read the wrong assignment." 
In between student grievances, Stevenson, an ad-
ministration of justice senior, works
 on his "academic 
survival kit" 
and his administrative "U" 
(formerly  ad-
ministrative "F") proposal. 
Through the academic survival kit, students will be 
"informed 
of
 their rights in the classroom and their 
responsibilities  as far as academic policies,"  he said. 
Stevenson hopes to have it 




administrative  "U" is what results when a student 
fails to officially drop a class. It is averaged into the grade 
point average
 as an "F." 




dropped  the class until they get their grades," 
Stevenson  said. "By then it's too late." 
Stevenson's
 suggestion is to replace the ad-
pinistrative  "U" with a small 
fine"maybe  $15"as a 
motivation. 
The  money would go to the Records Office for 
the 
"hassle" it would cause, he explained.
 
The student's grades 




fine is paid. 
"It might sound a little 
unethical," he said, "but
 it 
allows students
 to correct their 
problems.
 Students should 
not be punished 
academically for 















































subject  to quantities
 
on
 hand 
fit! 
Spoitan
 
Boolutont 
San Jose State
 University 
